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Abstract. Learning jazz piano is considered technically difficult. Most people 

cannot afford private piano tuition and there are many freely available video tu-

torials on the Internet. This study identified a set of challenging topics associat-

ed with learning jazz piano based on popular YouTube jazz piano tutorials. The 

results suggest that learners are struggling to understand the construction of 

complex chords in the 12 keys. Most tutorial videos show two parallel key-

boards, one physical with the real hands and one virtual keyboard, which the 

viewers must map onto their own keyboard. Based on these results a series of 

visualization approaches were explored through a low-fi prototype by augment-

ing the physical piano keyboard with voicing instructions using a projector. 
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1 Introduction 

Judging from the large number of tutorials available on the Internet, the learning of 

jazz and especially jazz piano is a popular undertaking. Unlike traditional popular 

music and classical music, jazz is known to be less bound to the way music should be 

performed. Often a jazz musician will only use lead sheet music to get a rough indica-

tion of the tune and its chord structure or simply play by ear. In jazz, more of the de-

cisions on how a piece of music is played is left to the musician, and jazz is thus often 

associated with improvisations. In contrast, with classical music the musician simply 

follows the detailed instructions outlined in the sheet music.  

With increased freedom and responsibility for how a piece of music is played, the 

player needs to understand the basic system of music that determines what will sound 

right in each context. In this study, we explored the content of online jazz tutorials to 

identify the topics that are capturing the main interest of jazz piano learners and 

teachers. Our results suggest that how to construct various chords is a key topic. The 

construction of chords involves several important decisions that greatly affect how the 

result sounds. Factors include the type of chords (major, minor, dominant, dimin-

ished, extended, suspended), which upper extensions (7ths, 9ths, 11ths and or 13ths) 

and how these should be voiced, i.e., where these components should be played, 

which inversions to use (the order of the components) and fingering (mostly affecting 
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chord transitions). In addition, the physical realization of a given chord on the key-

board depends on the key in which the chord is played.  

A trained pianist should have internalized these structures and produce such chords 

instinctively without hesitation as part of the muscle memory. To get to this level 

much practice is needed. In order to get started with the right practice, the music stu-

dents need to understand the space of valid decisions.  

Traditionally, jazz piano was taught on a one-to-one basis with the guidance of an 

experienced musician. However, most hobby music students are unable to afford one-

to-one tuition and some schools are experiencing budget cuts [1]. The Internet and 

online video services such as YouTube have made jazz learning much more accessi-

ble. The structure of a typical instruction video is the explanation of a given concept 

with the teachers’ own anecdotes which can be important for learning. A common 

trend for such videos is to divide the viewing area into two where the bottom part 

shows the teacher's physical keyboard and the teacher’s hands from above, while the 

top part shows a virtual keyboard with the depressed keys highlighted. Some tutorials 

also contain live sheet music. This makes it easier for students to see all the keys that 

are depicted simultaneously, which otherwise may be obstructed by other parts of the 

hands. The videos also often contain additional annotations such as chord names and 

textual explanations. Clearly, such videos can be paused, played again, and slowed 

down. However, a video is a passive medium analogous to reading. Viewers must 

translate what they see in the video to their own keyboard. This is easy for simple 

tunes and chords but becomes more challenging with more complex structures. 

The goal of this work was to make the jazz piano learning process more immersive 

and interactive. Instead of having to look at the chord information on a screen and 

then reconstruct the structures on the physical keyboard, we augmented the physical 

keyboard with the chord structures directly. In addition to augmenting the keyboard 

with specific chord structures, we explored ways of visualizing the valid chord space 

on the keyboard using sketches [2]. The purpose was to train the students' ability to 

construct their own voicings. Rhythm [3] is not addressed herein. 

2 Related work 

The idea of augmenting physical piano keyboards and other instruments such as the 

Chinese Guqin [4] is not new. There are even commercial products such as Casio’s 

LK-280 keyboard with lit up keys to help learn the piano. There are also patents that 

describe similar ideas [5]. Still, augmentation is often associated with wearable dis-

play that superimposes virtual imagery on top of the physical worlds [6]. Trujano, 

Kahn and Maes [7] implemented a learning system for HoloLens where the learners 

wear the head-mounted AR-display. Their system includes a piano roll system where 

the notes of a tune appear in a stream training both the temporal and spatial aspects of 

music. They also show chords structures and extra functions such as augmented visu-

alizations of mistakes over time. Unfortunately, current head-mounted AR-displays 

are relatively expensive and inaccessible. More importantly, the field of view is small 

which limits the user experience. A somewhat more stripped implementation also 
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based on HoloLens was reported one year earlier by Hackl and Anthes [8]. A system  

employing the Epson BT300 augmented reality headset has been reported [9]. Bir-

hanu and Rank [10] implemented a HoloLens piano tutoring system using an “in the 

air” virtual piano. Liang et al. [11] implemented an “in the air” virtual piano with the 

focus on a visual system for detecting the finger motions. 

Several systems have experimented with projected augmentation where an over-

head projector is placed above the piano keyboard allowing specific keys to be lit up 

in various colors. It is argued that such setups lead to more rapid learning as it elimi-

nates learning sheet music. The area behind the keyboard can be covered in white 

allowing this space to be used as an extra information display. Rogers et al. [12] im-

plemented a projector-based system with a piano roll that incorporated various addi-

tional information such as fingering information using color coding. In a related pro-

ject, Weing et al. [13] implemented such a system for right hand practice using piano 

roll visualizations as well as projected menus associated with the piano pedals. Simi-

lar approaches with variations including games for accelerated learning have also 

been reported by Raymaekers et al. [14]. Chiang and Sun [15] implemented a virtual 

projected piano, which detects keypresses with a camera. Their system has a training 

mode to guide the user towards the right keys on the keyboard. Instead of highlighting 

keys, Gerry, Dahl and Serafin [16] overlay the videos of the teacher playing on top of 

the student’s hands. Their system was implemented using a magic leap headset. 

A totally different approach is to project a performer’s hands directly on the key-

board while displaying the upper body of the performer in front [17, 18, 19], or sup-

port for remote learning by projecting a mirror image of the keyboard with the teach-

er’s hand behind the keyboard [20]. The idea is that the student learns by playing 

along by copying the movements of the master. This approach is also used in other 

domains to visualize the craft of an expert [21]. Nemoto and Umezu reported a similar 

approach where they played back a mirrored version of a video, slowing the teacher 

playing behind the piano keyboard [22]. The same research group also explored learn-

ing through animated characters projected onto the top of the piano keyboard [23]. 

Most work on augmented reality for piano training focuses on visual augmenta-

tions. Some work has also addressed the sense of touch by incorporating haptic stimu-

li allowing the student to feel the movements of the teachers. For instance, using 

gloves with sensors and vibrators [24]. Fujii et al. [25] experimented using haptic 

feedback to guide the hands of the student as an expert while learning to play instru-

ments. Kallionpää and Gasselseder [26] discussed the augmentation of the audio that 

is possible with computer technology. Augmented reality has also been used at a dif-

ferent level such as enhancing printed text [27] and songbooks [28]. 

 One related approach includes Piano Genie, a system where novices are empow-

ered to improvise on a piano using a controller with eight buttons [29]. The button 

presses are automatically translated into piano keypresses that musically make the 

most sense. Their system was built using a neural network. Other systems encourage 

learning by playing along with automatic comping, such as GimmeDaBlues app [30].  

There have also been numerous reported efforts on visualization of music. Snydal 

and Hearst [31] visualized jazz improvisations and presented two types of views, one 

visualizing the melodic landscape and another showing the harmonic palettes used. 
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The visualizations allow the different improvisation styles of different musicians to be 

compared. Chiua et al. [32] visualized music using color where the keys were orga-

nized into a circle of thirds, i.e., a circle of an octave with three semitones between 

the tones assigned the colors of the color wheel. Pleasant sounding transitions are 

seen as gradual changes in color. Bergstrøm and Karahalios [33] implemented a sys-

tem for visualizing structures in music by the means of Tonnetz which is a two-

dimensional triangular representation of tonal space.  

3 Method 

3.1 Qualitative video study 

To identify key issues faced by jazz piano learners, jazz piano tutorials on YouTube 

were investigated over a period of one month. The videos were reviewed for the con-

tent explained and the methods used to communicate the ideas. Higher weights were 

given to issues echoed in videos by several YouTube-teachers and only issues ad-

dressed by more than one teacher were included. The approach was ad-hoc as it is 

difficult to review YouTube videos in a systematic manner as these videos are not 

systematically categorized according to structure. However, as the YouTube search 

engine tends to return videos with many views it is likely that the findings are repre-

sentative of the overall trends. Concerning content, the videos vary greatly in quality. 

Frequently downloaded videos were considered likely to be more correct as they are 

trusted and “quality assured” by more viewers. 

3.2 Design cases 

Based on the findings from the video study, a set of cases was selected for further 

exploration through a design phase. The design phase involved ideation around alter-

native ways to visualize the content using keyboard augmentation based on a setup 

with a projector and a physical keyboard. A simple low-fidelity prototype was real-

ized using manually generated images that were projected onto the keyboard. These 

images were generated by first obtaining measurements of the keys of the keyboard 

based on an overhead image. Next, augmentations were created using various colors 

on a black background as the black regions are not projected while all the non-black 

regions are projected. The intensity of the colors in the image controls the intensity of 

the augmentation. 

4 Results 

4.1 Key issues in jazz piano learning 

The results of the video analysis show that most video tutorials on jazz piano employ 

overhead video of the hands on a physical together with a virtual keyboard with 
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pressed keys above. Many of these videos also contained additional information su-

perimposed on the video such as textual explanations, chord names, tonal information 

and voicing information. Some chord information was inserted manually, and some 

appear to be based on automatic chord recognition systems. Clearly, the manual chord 

labelling was generally easier to understand and clearer than the automatically gener-

ated chord names which sometimes did not match the explanations of the teacher. 

One key aspect of jazz piano is the notion of ambiguous chords which can be inter-

preted as several types of chords. Some videos only showed the teacher’s hands from 

above. These videos were also useful, but some finger movements can be hard to 

observe, especially with complex chords around the black keys. A few videos showed 

the keyboard from other angles, making it harder to study the motions of the keys. In 

such situations the verbal commentary and in-video annotations are highly useful. 

The videos revealed that chord voicing is a difficult and important area for learners 

of jazz piano. Many videos cover 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th that are used to create disso-

nance and ambiguity and what several teachers refer to as “modern sounding”. Many 

videos attempt to explain how to construct higher order chords and what choices that 

make these chords sound good, i.e., how to spread the chords across two hands and 

using larger intervals in the left hand. Chord inversions and the dropping of notes 

(moving notes around octaves) are also a recurring topic of high importance. Another 

topic is the role of the tonic (root) and guide tones (the 3rd and the 7th) which are used 

to communicate if the chord is a major or a minor. In fact, having great freedom in 

how to voice the chords is something that may be overwhelming for learners. Some 

videos therefore explain tricks such as slash chords and stacked chords (e.g., stacked 

fifths which are easy to play and that sound sophisticated). Several videos also ex-

plain “standard” voicings that sound good, including So what chords, Kenny Barron 

voicings, Herbie Hancock voicings and Thelonious Monk voicings. Several videos 

encourage the practice of these chords in the 12 keys with suggested practice drills. 

For example, playing the chords across the 12 keys in increasing or decreasing order, 

or around the circle of fourths clockwise or anticlockwise.  

Another much-addressed topic is chord progressions. The tutorials illustrate chord 

progressions such as the popular ii-V-I progressions. Another topic is the circle of 

fifths. Moreover, minimizing the number of finger movements between chords in the 

progression is another key concept. Another frequent topic is the use of chords to play 

melody lines by the means of four-way close, locked-hands and drop-2. All these 

techniques are based on having the melody lines as the top note in the chord and al-

ternating with I and V chords across the scale. 

In terms of melodic improvisation, several tutorials are addressing mode, which is 

musical scales of “valid notes” in each musical context (Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian, 

Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian, Locrian). Note that the topic of jazz piano is vast and 

that the topics mentioned only represent the most noticeable topics uncovered. 
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Fig. 1. A D11 minor Kenny Barron voicing. Note that two colors are used to differentiate the 

hands (green left and blue right). 

 

Fig. 2. Controlling the tuition with keys. A Locked-hands drop-2 in the key of E. 

4.2 Design cases 

The simplest visualizations show specific chords. Fig. 1 shows an example of a Ken-

ny Barron voicing which comprises two fifths in the left and the right hands. Students 

with large hands can practice the entire chord directly, while students with small 

hands can use the highlighted areas as targets for arpeggiating the chord (playing the 

six notes in sequence). Fig. 2 shows locked-hands with a drop-2 for playing a melody 

note. These visualizations are indeed not novel as they make use of similar ideas as 

what is demonstrated in other projection based piano tutors [12, 13, 14]. 

Although jazz piano, especially cocktail style jazz piano makes use of the entire 

keyboard, most jazz chords make use of the middle part and lower part of the piano 

for the best sounding chords. We therefore explored to use the upper part of the piano 

for controlling the tuition where a set of control keys is augmented with labels to indi-

cate function and state. Fig. 2 also shows how the user can alter the key of the chord 

tuition, if it is a major, minor, dominant or diminished, and voicing to include in the 

visualizations. In this example the locked hand chord with drop 2 is moved from the 

key of C to the key of Eb minor. Obviously, these controls can be changed dynamical-

ly to match the given mode of instruction. This means that even a simple MIDI key-

board without control buttons can be used to control the tuition directly without hav-

ing to use the computer interface. Hence, the focus remains on the piano keyboard. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 3. (a) A C major 7 in first inversion played in the space of valid notes in a C9 major chord, 

(b) a C major 7 in the 3rd inversion, (c) A C major 7 played with the root and the third in the left 

hand and the fifth and seventh in the right hand.   

 

Fig. 4. Chord progression from C major 9 to F major 9. 

However, the strength of the approach is the ability to visualize the musicians’ 

freedom. Fig. 3 shows how all the keys of a keyboard that make up valid C9 chords 

are highlighted and how the learner can intuitively experiment with various inversions 

and moving of notes around. Fig. 3 shows how colors can be used to highlight the 
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various degrees of a 9th chord. Annotations are augmented on the keyboard frame of 

the keyboard to help the learner, that is, chord name, note names and scale degrees. 

 

Fig. 5. Investigating ambiguous chords. The user enters a chord with three consecutive tones 

(C, D, E), which can be interpreted as Cadd9, C9, C9b5, D9, Dm9, Cmaj9, E7#5, D13, C69, 

dm11, am11, c11, D9#11, C/D, d9sus4, d9b5, a#9b5, c9#5, d11, cmaj13, fmaj13 and Bb9b5. 

Augmented visualizations can also be used to help learners understand smooth 

chord transitions. One rule-of-thumb is to select chord voicings in chord progressions 

that result in the minimum number of finger movements. Fig. 4 illustrates one possi-

ble chord progression from C9 to F9 (one step on the circle of fifths) with the com-

mon keys in white, the unique C notes in green and the unique F notes in red.  

Fig. 5 shows a chord explanation mode where the student plays a set of tones and 

the possible chords these tones can be interpreted as displayed. The various physical 

keys are used to show the keys this chord can be used for, while the list of types of 

chords functions as a histogram. By selecting a specific chord using the control keys, 

the additional notes needed to make a full chord are displayed. Note that the infor-

mation projected onto the black key does not show very well.  

5 Conclusions 

The learning of spatial jazz piano chord structures was addressed. A projector was 

used to augment the physical keyboard with chord voicing information. In addition to 

fixed chord voicings, we explored visualizing the space of valid chords to train on-

the-fly chord voicings. Future work involves improving the interactivity by connect-

ing the physical keyboard (if it has a MIDI or USB interface) to the music tutorial 

system allowing the system to respond to the student’s actual keypresses with feed-

back in real-time. Moreover, usability assessments of the system as well as measuring 

potential learning effects should be conducted. 
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